FoilCOAT – original
  finishes for
your products

FoilCOAT
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How can you make
your print products unique?
Of course through printing and finishing, but also
through original processing variations, for special
visual and tactile impressions provide a wow factor
and remain in your customers' minds.

The new FoilCOAT was designed by KBA-FT
Engineering for the production of matt foils
with solvent-based as well as solvent-free UV
varnishes. The machine can process foils with
a thickness of 12 - 80 μm. In the machine, foil
reels are unwound and fed through the first
tensioning system to an application unit. The
foil can travel through the application unit with
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chambered doctor blade directly and indirectly,
depending on the product. The foil is then fed
via a suction roller through the downstream
pre-gelling unit and a driven roller transfer
frame to the tempering roller of the excimer
and UV system. The desired degree of matting
of the foil takes place within this unit. The foil
is then wound up again. The unit is designed in
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Machine data
• Nominal speed:				
• Production speed:			
• Web width: 				
• Roller width: 				
• Varnishing system: 			
• Unwinder/rewinder reel diameter:
• Reel weight: 				
• Rewinder accuracy: 			
• Rewinding direction of material: 		
• Tensioning cones: 			

Foil unwinder
Dancer roller
Corona unit
Application unit
Suction roller
Foil transfer /
pre-gelling
Excimer unit
UV unit
Tempering roller
Corona unit
Tension measuring roller
Spreading roller
Rewinder with lay-on roller
Machine control

max. 250 m/min
100 m/min
min. 600 mm / max. 1600 mm
1800 mm
100% solvent-free and solvent-based MEK
max. 1000 mm
max. 1600 kg
+/- 1 mm for a bale diameter of 1000 mm
Coating facing inside / outside with lay-on roller
3" (76.2 mm) and 6" (152.4 mm)

accordance with ATEX directives in all relevant
areas. The new machine is tailored individually
to the customer's requirements, for example
with an ESH system.
The excimer and UV technology used here can
also be used together with an ESH system for
processing decor paper & finishing foils.
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KBA-FT Engineering GmbH
Lambsheimer Straße 16
67227 Frankenthal, Germany
T +49 6233 873-3474
F +49 6233 873-3599
info@kba-ft-eng.com
kba-ft-eng.com

KBA-FT Engineering
As a technology company, we focus
on sophisticated engineering services
in plant construction and mechanical
engineering. Technical competence
and experience, a high level of detail
and focus on feasibility and schedule
make us a reliable partner for the
implementation of your plant concept,
which we adapt to meet the production
requirements in question. From
development to the acceptance of the
plant, everything from a single source,
the processes of an experienced
mechanical engineering company are
available for national and international
projects.
Our customers always benefit from
their integration into the professional
environment of a global player with
over 5000 employees across 10
manufacturing locations in Germany,
the Czech Republic and Austria.
Our parent company is a publicly
listed company with a turnover of
over 1 billion euro. Our strength is
that we not only think about highprecision details, we also think big
and transfer both approaches into an
optimum overall structure. We benefit
from sustainable findings and broad
knowledge gained from many years of
special machine construction, which
gives us the innovation leadership in
the graphics industry as proved by the
very high number of patents that have

been filed over the years. In addition,
we attach great value to professional
procurement and project management,
because this ensures cost-effective
solutions and reliable implementation,
resulting in cooperation that leads
to success. From development to
the acceptance of the machine, the
orders of our customers are embedded
in the processes of an experienced
mechanical engineering company.
Our aim is to illustrate this competence
in the projects of our customers and
thus to find a tailor-made engineering
solution for the prevailing production
requirements. We are flexible in
the dimensions of our projects: our
product development includes the
optimisation of existing or development
of new individual components, subassemblies and aggregates as well as
special machines. In this process, our
engineers and technicians provide
development and design services for
single projects as well as for long-term
projects and services.
In our eyes, professional project
management in engineering is just as
important as the skills and experience
in the engineering sector – so that
problems do not occur in the first
place and your project remains reliably
on schedule. After all, this is what
decides whether an order is executed

reliably, cost-effectively and according
to plan. For this reason, we attach the
greatest importance to careful project
management, from the very first
moment of cooperation.
We are at home in the printing industry.
This is why KBA-FT Engineering offers
not only engineering services but also
a variety of services dealing with all
aspects of rotogravure presses.
In this field we cover a broad spectrum,
from repair and maintenance through
retrofits to the supply of spare parts.

• Koenig & Bauer Press Support 24Web
• Extensive press check programs
• Electrical inspection
• Mechanical inspection
• Detailed status analyses
• Repair and upgrade recommendations
for more productivity and
cost-effectiveness
• Koenig & Bauer service contract
with attractive volume and
runtime-dependent discount effects
In addition, the year 2017 is a very
special one for our company, as we are
celebrating our 200th birthday since
our founder Friedrich Koenig together
with Andreas Bauer established our
company in 1817.

